Abstract-Service discovery of state dependent services has to take workflow aspects into account. To increase the usability of a service discovery, the result list of services should be ordered with regard to the relevance of the services. Means of ordering a list of workflows is a similarity measure of the workflow and a query. In this paper different similarity measures facilitating structured workflows and higher level change operations are presented and evaluated based on a pilot of an empirical study. In particular the different measures are compared with the study results. It turns out that the quality of the different measures differ significantly. The best results can be achieved by facilitating n-gram multisets as a workflow as a basis for the similarity measure calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
A service oriented architecture is based on services maintained by independent service providers and invoked by service requesters. A service invocation of a stateless service consists of a single request-response sequence. In case services are statefull further interaction may be necessary. The set of allowed interaction sequences is also known as a choreography. The challenge is to find services which guarantee a successful interaction of service requester and service provider which is also known as service discovery.
Service discovery is not only applied at run-time of a system to realize late binding of services, but can also be applied during the design process to support the re-use of services and to reduce the maintenance costs of services. In particular, at design time service discovery can be used to determine services which can be composed using e.g. a programming in the large approach [1] - [3] . Further, service discovery may be used to check whether a certain service has already been implemented before starting your own implementation. In addition, it can be applied to reduce maintenance costs of a collection of services by clustering services based on their functionality. The explication of shared functionality and its re-use in services of the cluster ensures that the functionality must be maintained only once. Due to the increasing number of services in enterprises these techniques get more and more important.
Service discovery with a focus on choreographies has been addressed in different approaches like e.g. [4] - [10] .
However, the usability of the service discovery depends on the correctness and the applicability of the derived results. Let's consider a choreography based service search engine like e.g. [11] which may result in the following two scenarios:
• the service discovery provides an extensive list of hundred or more services: in this case a user of such a system would expect the result list to be ordered such that the most significant results are at the top and the least significant results are at the bottom of the list; • the service discovery provides no result at all since the query is too specific: in this case a user would expect that the services being most similar to the query -up to a certain threshold -are provided in the result list ordered based on their significance.
In either case a metric is needed to express the equivalence / bisimulation of the query stated in the service discovery with the service descriptions contained in the repository. Such a metric is the similarity of services, or to be more focused the similarity of choreographies. From a conceptual point of view choreographies represent allowed sequences of interactions, which can be represented as a workflow model. As a consequence, similarity of choreographies can be represented in a more general way as similarity of workflow models. In previous work, different workflow similarity measures [12] - [14] have been investigated and evaluated using the preliminary results of a pilot study [15] . In particular, workflow mining measures and measures comparing collections of workflow states have been applied as similarity measures. From this previous work trace based approaches have been beneficial, specifically ngram based approaches showed a good performance. In the last years we looked more into workflow models with an explicit structure like e.g. BPEL [16] , [17] and the effect of change operations on these structures. From the previous experiments we learned that several approaches (including the n-gram approach) had difficulties dealing with loops in workflows. The idea of this paper is to investigate whether explication of structure in a workflow and the introduction of higher level change operations improves the similarity measures with regard to the results of the pilot study [15] .
The contribution of this paper is to evaluate three new and innovative approaches to workflow similarity by applying them on a questionnaire [18] used in the pilot study [15] . The pilot study aimed to check whether the used hypotheses and the constructed questionnaire are usable, thus, the empirical study performed on it will provide reasonable results. However, the already obtained results generated by workflow experts during the pilot study give some general indication on the importance of different aspects of a workflow similarity measure which is now used to evaluate the technical workflow similarity measures. The outcome of this comparison is that explicating workflow structure is beneficial for workflows containing many cycles, but is hindering in simpler cases. The best results can be achieved by extending the n-gram based approach by reflecting higher level change operations on n-grams.
The paper continues with a discussion of related work. Next, the pilot study and its results are summarized in Section III and the best approach discussed in [12] is presented in Section IV as a base line. Then the different measures are introduced and their evaluation based on the pilot study results are described in Section V, VI, and VII respectively. Section VIII summarizes the findings and discusses future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Similarity in general is a measurement indicating "closeness" between two entities, that is, in our case a measure indicating the equivalence or bisimulation of workflows. Similarity is a symmetric function, which is normalized (values are between 0 and 1) and fulfills the triangular inequation, that is, the sum of the similarities of workflow A and B, and B and C is bigger than the similarity of workflow A and C.
The approaches mentioned below are categorized into language and structure based approaches 1 . Language based approaches often make use of distance measures of strings as a basis to calculate the similarity measure. There exist different distance measures for strings like for example the Hamming distance used in information theory [19] or the edit distance usually applied on strings in the context of text. The edit distance (or Levenshtein distance) [20] between two strings is the smallest number of substitutions, insertions, and deletions of symbols that can be used to transform one string into another. This definition based on a single string can be extended quite easily to a set of strings, i.e. languages. However, this extension does not work in case at least one language is infinite. In [21] an approach where costs are assigned to each change operation is proposed, which can also be applied to infinite languages. Actually, the approach calculates the minimal distance of a 1 A detailed discussion of most of the approaches mentioned below is available in [13] . string accepted by the first automaton with a string accepted by the second automaton. The issue with this approach is that the similarity drills down to the difference of two strings, which is quite unspecific in case the languages contain a lot of strings.
Structural based approaches are based on relating or transforming a structural representation of a workflow. For instance, a workflow can be interpreted as a directed graph and therefore graph similarity measures can be applied. An example similarity measure based on edit distance has been proposed in [22] addressing graph isomorphism, while [23] addresses subgraph isomorphism.
Another structural approach for reconciliation of processes is presented in [24] also providing a similarity measure. The approach focuses on the common alphabet of two workflows and removes the exclusively used messages of the alphabets. Further, workflow transformation rules, as specified in [25] for Workflow Nets, are used to transform both workflows to the same automaton using only the shared alphabet.
An extended class of structural similarity measures also considers the probability of the occurrence of certain interaction sequences for calculating the distance measure. This is, e.g., the case for the mining based measure (see [12] for more details) and distance definitions based on labeled Markov processes [26] , [27] . Since the setting in this paper is per se without concrete interaction sequences, there is no knowledge about probabilities of interaction sequences. In this paper an equal distribution of the interaction sequences is assumed and the focus is on the mining measure in a first glance.
In either case, the language aspects are neglected and only structural aspects are considered, which is not sufficient since e.g. language equivalent workflow models with different graph representations are not considered equivalent.
An approach called causal footprint has been proposed in [28] . The approach is based on activities combined with a set of loop-back links and a set of look-ahead links. Different similarity measures are defined on this abstract representation of a workflow and empirically evaluated.
In [29] several different approaches are investigated with a set of 100 workflows and 10 queries. The authors calculate the mean average precision according to a ground truth. Unfortunately the data set is not available and therefore the presented approaches can not be related to the ones mentioned in the paper.
III. PILOT STUDY
The evaluation of the technical measures introduced in Section VI, V IV and VII aims to indicate to which extend a measure is meaningful to a human user. Therefore, the evaluation has to be based on an empirical study with the aim to get a good understanding of the human intuition of workflow similarity. Potentially, each individual will have a different intuition of what is important for the similarity of workflows. Therefore, the best way to conduct an empirical study is to ask multiple persons, thus, the results will be more reliable. This can be achieved in an efficient manner using a questionnaire. To determine whether the designed questionnaire will be suitable a pilot study has been conducted. For this evaluation of the similarity measures, the preliminary findings of the pilot study [15] are used as a first indication on the quality of the technical measures. While in [15] the design, conduction and analysis of the study is described, in this paper the focus is on the comparison of some technical measures with the results of the study. In the following, the pilot study is described. In particular, a brief description of the design of the questionnaire is provided, followed by a description of the data collection phase and a summary of the preliminary finding of the pilot study.
A. Formal Workflow Model
Finite State Automata (FSA) [30] are the simplest possible model to represent workflows offering mainly sequence, choice and iteration of tasks. More complex models provide additional expressiveness like parallel execution or recursion. However, higher expressiveness requires to investigate more scenarios for determining/evaluating a similarity measure and the aim is to keep it simple first. Thus, Finite State Automata are used as a formal model. With regard to practical applicability of the presented results, we can refer to prior work on transforming a BPEL subset into FSA [31] . Furthermore, the results derived from this study are applicable to service discovery by applying it to the service discovery engine [11] which is based on service matchmaking [32] .
A Finite State Automaton is based on a set of states represented as circles, a start state, a set of finite or accepting states represented by circles with thick lines, and labeled transitions represented as directed arcs. In particular, a labeled transition means that a state is changed when a certain message is either sent or received. Example Finite State Automata (FSA) are depicted in Fig 1. An automaton describes the potential execution sequences of a workflow which is also called the language of an automaton. The example automata can be classified in acyclic automata (like e.g. Fig 1 A and B) providing finite languages and cyclic automata (like e.g. Fig 1 C and D) representing infinite languages.
B. Questionnaire
It is expected that the workflow similarity is influenced by several aspects like the language of an automaton, its structure and its semantics. With language the possible execution sequences of workflow represented as an automaton is meant. Structure means the structural representation of an automaton comparable to a directed graph. The semantics of the used transition labels determines the semantics of the complete workflow.
Since there is no clear understanding on how the different aspects depend on each other a set of hypotheses has been set up. Semantics is considered implicitly in all questions of the questionnaire by using semantically meaningful workflows. In particular, RosettaNet Partner Interface Processes (or PIPs) [33] are used as transition labels. Examples of the used labels and brief descriptions of their semantics are given in Table I . Since some of the PIPs are covering two messages which are usually request and response messages these messages are labeled without and with prime respectively.
The example automaton depicted on the left hand side of Fig 1 uses the labels described in Table I . This workflow starts with a request for a purchase order (transition labeled p), followed by an acceptance of the purchase order (p'). Then, an invoice for this specific order (i) is sent. The customer can now choose to pay the order (r), after which the order is shipped (n), or to send a cancellation request (c) followed by a cancellation confirmation (c').
Based on the hypotheses (see [15] for details) the questions of the questionnaire are constructed in such a way that the intended decision criteria on ordering the results gives some indication on the validity of the hypothesis. Each question contains a reference automaton and a set of either three or four solution automata (A, B, C, D) . A respondent has to order the solution automata by similarity with respect to the reference automaton. If a respondent finds multiple solution automata equally similar to the reference automaton, she can assign several automata to the same position of the order. Respondents are also asked to state their reason on how they derived the provided order. An example question is depicted in Fig 1. The questionnaire is available at [18] .
C. Results
The pilot study has been based on a group of 27 international technical workflow specialists from which 12 responded from seven different countries. The respondents have different backgrounds and different areas of expertise, like e.g. inter-organizational workflows, workflow matchmaking, or semantic service composition.
The questions are analyzed by having a look at the number of supporters of a hypothesis and the maximum number of equal answers. Due to the small number of respondents in Figure 1 . Question 3 the pilot study, only those questions with a strong support can be considered for the evaluation of the similarity measures. There are hypotheses with a strong support stating that the language is more important than the structure on different levels of granularity (the corresponding questions are Q1, Q3, Q5, Q6, Q13, and Q17). The question Q14 indicates that super-automata are considered more similar than automata with extra transitions before or within the paths of the reference automaton. The questions Q16 and Q23 have quite some supporters. The underlying hypothesis states that an automaton having a transition as a loop is more similar than a comparable automaton not having the transition at all.
In case of the remaining hypotheses and questions the number of supporters and opponents is quite high and therefore they will not be considered for the evaluation of the measures introduced in this paper. The number of respondents supporting each question are depicted in result figures of all approaches as reference.
The methods presented in this paper differ from the previous measures by considering structure of the workflows, thus, are not purely language based. In Section V a measure based on edit distance of workflow structures is presented, while Section VI introduces hierarchical Finite State Automata called Nested Word Automata. As a reference the best unstructured approach [12] based on workflow state sets (Sec IV) is repeated from [12] . The lessons learned from these three approaches result in an extension of workflow state sets considering structure (Sec VII). This evaluation is preliminary due to the limited number of participants and focus on aspects relevant to a similarity measure for service discovery, where e.g. additional information on occurrences of execution sequences are usually not available. The different measures can be evaluated in other scenarios with different results.
IV. WORKFLOW STATE SET BASED SIMILARITY MEASURE
A. Approach This is a recap of the measure proposed in [12] , which has been the best approach from the previous study and which is extended in Sec VII. The approach is based on the Levenshtein or edit distance [20] , which specifies the smallest number of substitutions, insertions, and deletions of symbols to transform one string into another. For example, the edit distance of the strings abab and aab is one by removing the first occurrence of b. Based on this distance value d the similarity value sim can be calculated by subtracting the distance value d from the maximum difference m and dividing the difference by the maximum difference m, that is, sim := m−d m . The distance of automata can be calculated based on their language representation as long as the languages and words are finite. Since infinite strings are constructed from a finite automaton, in [34] it has been proposed to represent an automaton based on its finite set of states. States are represented as n-grams 2 , i.e., a sequence of n transition labels ending in the state. Start and terminal state require special representations using special characters $ and #. For example in the reference automaton in Fig 1 the target state of transition with label r is represented as a 2-gram by ir, and as a 4-gram by pp ir. Details on how to construct ngrams can be found in [34] .
An automaton is represented by a set of n-grams. A combination of n-grams can be used to construct all possible execution sequences of a single automaton and thus has a strong relation to the language accepted by the automaton.
Using this automaton representation it is quite obvious that there exist a lot of different automata resulting in the same representation, thus, the ambiguity of the representation depends on the value of n in the n-gram.
B. Evaluation
The evaluation of n-gram sets is based on the similarity derived from the edit distance between the n-gram sets of the reference and the solution automaton respectively. The edit distance of two n-gram sets is calculated by summing up the minimum edit distance of each n-gram within the first set and an n-gram in the second set, added to the sum of the minimum edit distance of each n-gram within the second set and an n-gram in the first set. This can be formally described for two n-gram sets A := {a 1 , . . . , a l } and B := {b 1 , . . . , b k } as
where d(a i , b j ) is the edit distance of the two n-grams a i and b j which are considered as strings. Be aware that an n-gram is a sequence of transition labels, where each label is treated as a unique token, that is, a character in terms of a string. The maximum distance between the sets of n-grams is twice the product of the maximum number of n-grams contained in one of the sets and the length n of the n-gram, that is, m = 2 * Max(|A|, |B|) * n, where |A| specifies the size of the set of n-grams A. This distance definition is applied to each solution automata and the reference automaton. Further, the maximum distance is calculated per reference and solution automaton pair since it is needed to calculate the similarity measure.
The derived values are collected and the corresponding order of the solution automata is derived. The resulting order is compared with the results from the pilot study and the results are depicted in Fig 2. In particular, values from one to five for n have been used.
The results are promising. It turns out that question 3 has no support independent of the amount of context information taken into account. The reason for this is that the n-gram set approach generates quite high distance values in case an automaton contains cycles. In particular, question 3 (see Fig 1) has two solution automata containing a lot of cycles, which result in a wrong order of the solution automata. However, the other questions are supported for at least one specific n. It can be observed that e.g. for question 1 the context information for n equals one is not sufficient to generate the correct order, while the context information bigger than one is sufficient. Further, it can be observed at question 14 that the correct order is determined as long as not too much context information is considered. In particular, in case of n equals five the correct order can no longer be derived. Again this is due to the non-proportional increase of distance values due to cycles in solution automata. A curiosity can be observed at question 23. Here the correct order is determined for all n-gram sets except for n equals two. The explanation for this is that the differences between the similarity values of the corresponding solution automata are quite small. In particular, for n equals two the similarity values for two solution automata get equal under the considered precision which results in the wrong order of solution automata. For this particular data set, the best result is achieved for n equals four and the worst result for n equals one. However, the usage of n equals one or two in general is really unlikely due to its high ambiguity. The results for n equals three and five provide eight and seven supporting results respectively. In future work we will investigate how to determine a good estimate for the n and in Sec VII we propose an approach to decrease the dominance of cycles on the similarity value. As a reference in the following approaches we add 4-gram set results to the graphs to indicate the base line for the evaluation.
V. STRUCTURE BASED SIMILARITY MEASURE

A. Approach
In the last years we studied change operations in block structured workflows to mine optimal variants of workflows from a set of alternative workflows. The number of change operations is called the distance between two workflows. The distance defines the similarity by the maximum distance minus the actual distance over the maximum distance.
The approaches we investigated are based on block structured workflows like for example BPEL workflows [17] . A block structured workflow consists of activities and control structures connected with directed edges. Sequences, branchings, and loops are represented as blocks with well-defined start and end nodes. Transitions in an automaton represent message exchanges, which correspond to activities. Control structures are e.g. XOR split and joins, and loops, which are implicitly represented in automata and explicated in block structured workflows. The creation of block structured workflows from automata has been done manually with the premise that the block structured process model shows the same behavior as the original automaton. In the context of this research, we consider two process models to have the same behavior if they are trace equivalent, i.e., their language of valid and complete execution sequences are identical [36] . For example consider Fig 3, where the automaton is depicted on the left hand side and the block structured workflow model on the right hand side. The loop structure shown by transitions i and j in automaton S are represented by constructs like sequence (control flow), loop and XOR in its corresponding process model S' 3 . Though they are structurally different, their behavior are completely the same. The distance between two block structured workflow models is defined as the minimal number of move, insert, and delete operations on activities to transform one workflow into another workflow. To calculate the distance [17] , we first compute the order relations (e.g., successor, predecessor, XOR or AND) between each pair of activities and then identify the activity pairs which have different order relations in the two models. These differences can be represented as a logic expression so that we can optimize it to find the minimal number of change operations to transform one workflow model into another. For example consider two workflow models A → B → C and B → C → A. The order relations between activity A and B and activity A and C are different in the two models (A is a predecessor of activities B and C in the first model while it is a successor of them in the second model). We can then represent the differences using logic expression AB + AC. After optimize this logic expression (e.g., by Quine-McCluskey algorithm [37] ), we obtain A. This means that we only need to perform one change operation (i.e., to move activity A from the beginning to the end) to transform the first model into the second one. Consequently, the distance between the two models is one.
The similarity between two workflow models is calculated based on their activity sets. The number of disjoint activities specifies the maximum distance between two workflows. Thus the similarity is the difference of maximum distance and actual distance over the maximum distance.Details on how to compute distances and similarities can be found in [17] . 
B. Evaluation
The results of applying the approach on the survey questions as well as the survey reference and the 4-gram set results are depicted in Fig 4. The results are not good. Classical language based approaches perform quite well on the first questions and are often bad when loops are involved. It turns out that the structure based similarity approach is working quite well with loops (questions q16 and q23) compared to language based approaches. However, the overall performance of the approach does not provide many benefits. This observations go along with the results in [13] indicating that graph based matching approaches are too limited. The limitations comes from the fact that language equivalence can not be determined by comparing workflow structures. However, the fact that loops are dealt better with indicates that considering structure can help to compensate the effect of loops on language based similarity.
VI. LANGUAGE BASED HIGH LEVEL CHANGES
A. Approach
Another approach of adding structure to an automaton is structured languages resulting in Nested Word Automata [38] . Nested Word Automata (NWA) are hierarchical Finite State Automata where each hierarchy level describes a language on its own. As a consequence, BPEL can be represented as NWA [16] . The advantage of this formalism is that the available structure is explicated, while the language concepts is still maintained. The explication of structure allows to define higher level change operations on language elements. In particular, change operations like copy, move, or delete operations defined on subtrees in the hierarchical structure. Further, the explication of structure semantics (XOR splits and loops) allows to introduce a higher level change operation on the semantics of these structure elements. The aim is to reduce the overhead of these change operations on the language level. Similar to Sec V the NWA are manually constructed to be trace equivalent, i.e., language equivalent, to the automata used in the survey. An example NWA for the automaton on the left hand side of Fig 3 is depicted in Fig 5. The symbols have the same semantics as automata (see Sec III-A). Changes on the hierarchy level are indicated by dotted arrows, where the source of the arrow is the call/opening tag and the target of the dotted arrow is return/closing tag of the structure element.
The applied approach can best be explained on the generic structure of the example NWA in Fig 5 depicted word derived from a deep traversal of the child nodes and a concatenation of the fragments in the child nodes. E.g. the word associated to the right XOR node in Fig 6 is r,n,c,c' , which is considered a fragment again. The similarity of two NWA is calculated in two steps: first all nodes are associated with the best matching, i.e., minimal edit distance, fragment of the other NWA. Then the structure is evaluated: for each structure node n it is checked whether the sum of the child node distances d(c) is greater the edit distance of the associated fragment derived from node n (d(n.getW ord(), n .getW ord())). In case the type of associated nodes differ a penalty of one additional change operation is added for changing the node. For all n ∈ NW A 1 d(n) = min c∈n.getChild() d(c) + penalty, min n ∈NW A2 d(n.getW ord(), n .getW ord()) Based on this algorithm, the optimization propagates bottom up to the root node, providing the final distance. The similarity is then calculated by the difference of the maximum distance and the actual distance over the maximum distance. The maximum distance is the sum of the product of number of nodes and the maximum length of a fragment per NWA.
B. Evaluation
The results of the approach with regard to the survey are depicted in Fig 7. Further, the reference of the survey and the base line of the 4-gram set has been added. The results are better than for the structure based similarity, but they are still quite off from the reference and the 4-gram set. It turns out that the language related questions q1, q5, and q6 are performing really bad. The questions containing automata with loops perform better (q3 and q16). The conclusion is that high level change operations have a benefit when dealing with more complex structures. This approach benefits in particular from the notion of re-use of fragments.
VII. WORKFLOW STATE MULTISET BASED SIMILARITY MEASURE
A. Approach As a conclusion from all previous experiments, it turns out that language similarity is very important for most questions. Further, more complex structures like loops are overly represented in n-grams and are better dealt with in structure based approaches. Based on these two observations we propose to reduce the influence of loops on n-grams by strengthening the influence of non loop related n-grams. In particular, we propose to change the set of n-grams into a multiset of n-grams. A multiset is a set where each element is associated with a number indicating the coefficient of an element, i.e., how often the element has been added to the set. Multisets are formally defined in [39] and are e.g. used in the formal definition of Petri Nets. Coefficients can be used in the distance calculation of n-gram multisets as a factor on each distance value of an n-gram contained in the set, thus for a coefficient m(a) for an element a ∈ A the following distance can be defined Based on the distance the similarity is calculated by approximating the maximum distance as a product of the maximum number of n-grams, the maximum length of an n-gram and the maximum coefficient of an n-gram in both multisets. Similarity is then the difference of the maximum distance and the actual distance over the maximum distance.
B. Evaluation
The results of this approach are depicted in Fig 8. Again, the reference and the 4-gram set results are included too. The n-gram multiset approach works better on loops than the 4-gram set approach as indicated by question 3. The n-gram multiset results differ in question 3 since small differences in similarity values change the order and therefore produce a different supporting number of respondents. The difference is about 5% of the similarity value. Similar to n-gram sets the result of the approach depends on the selection of a proper value for n. If the value is too small then specific effects are not observable like e.g. for 2-gram multisets and question 23, while a too big n introduces artifacts obstructing the result like e.g. for 5-gram multisets and question 14. In future work we will investigate how to determine a good estimate for the value or n. 
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Service discovery of statefull services requires to search for services based on their choreography, that is, their workflow, and present the most significant results in an ordered list to the human user. A measure of significance is the similarity of a workflow describing a service and the query represented by a workflow again. Therefore different similarity measures have been summarized and have been evaluated with regard to a pilot study on the human understanding of workflow similarity.
As a conclusion of this specific service discovery evaluation it turns out that the very simple approach based on n-gram sets delivers better results than the more complex structure based similarity measure or the language based high level changes. The best results however, can be accomplished by compensating the over representation of complex structures like loops by introducing n-gram multisets. This is supported by the results of the pilot study. The variability of n-gram multisets and as a consequence the determination of a good value for n is future work. Further, the empirical study has to be conducted with a bigger number of participants.
